
Week 12
June 1, 2020-June 5, 2020

No Zoom Session: Monday June 1, 2020
No School: Friday June 5, 2020

Online learning : Ms. Kosiner, Ms. Gonzalez, Mrs. Lagnese



Reading
STANDARD 3: Analyze how 
and why individuals, events, 
and ideas develop and 
interact over the course of a 
text.



Talk about it!

I see, I think, I wonder

Vocabulary Words

Unit 5:

Week 1

Story

Unit Opener



RAZ-KIDS READING

ASSIGNMENTS









Standard 1W3: Write an Opinion 

piece of writing.

Duration: 2-3 weeks







Step 2:

Step 3:



Step 4:







Phonics:

Phonics: /är/ ar (Spelling Book p.101-105)

Phonics: /är/ ar (Practice Book p. 211,219 )

High Frequency (Practice Book p. 212)

Vocabulary:

Trouble & Whole (Practice Book p.213 )

Vocabulary Strategy: Context Clues/Multiple Meanings (Practice Book p.218)

Structural Analysis: Irregular Plurals (Practice Book p. 220)

Text Feature: Use Photographs/Illustrations (P. 221)

Reading Comprehension:

Point of View with Story of Week (Practice Book p. 214 )

Point of View with The Party (Practice Book p.215-217)



• GO AND DO (P. 86-90)
• SEE AND SAW (P91-95)
• ADVERBS THAT TELL WHEN (P96-100)
• WORDS THAT JOIN (P 101-105)



Math
Chapter 7



Chapter 8
Tuesday 6/2/20

8.5
Objective: I can use concrete models 
to add ones or tens to a two-digit 
number
Pages: 461-464
Homework: 465-466

1.NBT.C.4 Add within 100, including adding a two-digit number and a 
one-digit number, and adding a two-digit number and a multiple of 10, 
using concrete models or drawings and strategies based on place value, 
properties of operations, and/or the relationship between addition and 
subtraction; relate the strategy to a written method and explain the 
reasoning used. Understand that in adding two-digit numbers, one 
adds tens and tens, ones and ones; and sometimes it is necessary to 
compose a ten.



Chapter 8
Wednesday 6/3/20

8.6

Objective: I can make a ten to add 
a two-digit number and a one-
digit number.

Pages: 467-468

Homework: reteach

1.NBT.C.4 Add within 100, including adding a two-digit number and a 
one-digit number, and adding a two-digit number and a multiple of 10, 
using concrete models or drawings and strategies based on place value, 
properties of operations, and/or the relationship between addition and 
subtraction; relate the strategy to a written method and explain the 
reasoning used. Understand that in adding two-digit numbers, one 
adds tens and tens, ones and ones; and sometimes it is necessary to 
compose a ten.



Chapter 8
Thursday 6/4/20

8.6

Objective: I can make a ten to add 
a two-digit number and a one-
digit number.

Pages: 469-470

Homework: 471-472

1.NBT.C.4 Add within 100, including adding a two-digit number and a 
one-digit number, and adding a two-digit number and a multiple of 10, 
using concrete models or drawings and strategies based on place value, 
properties of operations, and/or the relationship between addition and 
subtraction; relate the strategy to a written method and explain the 
reasoning used. Understand that in adding two-digit numbers, one 
adds tens and tens, ones and ones; and sometimes it is necessary to 
compose a ten.



Chapter 8
Friday 6/5/20

8.7

Objective: I can use tens and ones 
to add two-digit numbers.

Pages: 473-475

Homework: reteach

1.NBT.C.4 Add within 100, including adding a two-digit number and a one-
digit number, and adding a two-digit number and a multiple of 10, using 
concrete models or drawings and strategies based on place value, properties of 
operations, and/or the relationship between addition and subtraction; relate 
the strategy to a written method and explain the reasoning used. Understand 
that in adding two-digit numbers, one adds tens and tens, ones and ones; and 
sometimes it is necessary to compose a ten.





Week 1: Life Science, Living Things



Assessment:

To be completed online 

by each student.



5-19-2020
What is a community?

A place where people and animals live.



Ways to keep our Earth clean and 
safe
1. Ride my bike.
2. Clean my house.
3. Don't cut down trees!
4. Clean up the ocean.
5. Don't waster your water!



Week 20: Changes in communities



Social Studies 
Assessment


